
From:
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX; 
Subject: Fw: **NO SMART METERS BC Update Tues. Oct 22nd-  *   

Date: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:48:41 AM

 
 Subject: BC Hydro Smart Meter Opt-Out Program
 
Please add the following Letter of Comment to the above-named proceeding.
 
To the Members of The B.C. Utilities Commission:
 
As a long-time customer of BC Hydro, I have always paid my bills in full and on time and genuinely tried to be a 
wise power consumer as per various hydro recommendations. Consequently, although I live in a 1700 sq. ft. 
free-standing home, my average monthly hydro bill is under $32.  BC Hydro's proposed $35./month opt-out fee 
therefore exceeds my monthly electricity bill by over 100%. Please forgive my editorializing, but this is 
ridiculous, if not insane!
 
I accept there may be some additional legitimate costs to administer smart-meter opt out. But the alleged cost 
as outlined by BC Hydro appears exaggerated and unnecessarily labour-intensive, placing unfair and unjustified 
financial burden on opt-out customers. It is noteworthy that while BC Hydro intends to download every last 
imaginable cost to the customer, there is no mention of a per household rebate equal to the cost savings of 
having rejected a smart meter in the first place. (approximately $500. per meter, according to BC Hydro) 
 
And why is it that frequency of meter reading/billing will be doubled from six  times per year to twelve?  Why is 
BC Hydro not offering a stream-lined, sensible 'Equal Payment Plan' option wherein meters would be read only 
once or twice per year to harmonize billing? (thus slashing administration costs of the opt-out program)  
 
Before customers began objecting to the smart meter program, BC Hydro's mandate was to serve the customer, 
not to abuse them.  What happened to this honorable credo of the past?  I am not exaggerating when I state 
that BC Hydro's approach to the smart meter roll-out has amounted to emotional abuse for me and my wife. 
 Please allow me to explain:
 
Our need to retain an analog meter is not a choice but a necessity. For several years, my wife and I have been 
living a literal 'horror show' as we've desperately sought reasons for her devastating and inexplicable health 
decline.  Only after severe EMF sensitivity was recognized and our home made as EMF-benign as possible has 
she begun to regain functionality.  Meanwhile, throughout this ordeal, BC Hydro's ongoing denial of EMF 
Sensitivity Syndrome and callous insistence that every hydro customer, without exception, MUST accept a 
smart meter, has added exponentially to our emotional distress.      
 
Never could we have imagined having to protect ourselves from our power supplier!  It is unthinkable that our 
heretofore 'inviolable right' to self-determination in our own home, and safe and secure enjoyment of our 
property would be jeopardized by the previously responsible corporate entity
that provides our electricity. Paying $420 a year to protect our health isn't protection; it's a protection racket!  
 
Admittedly, some of this is a moral issue and therefore beyond the scope of your mandate.  But you need to 
understand that customers in our position don't consider opt-out a choice, but rather a health-sustaining 
necessity.  And for that we are being forced to pay dearly on top of the lost productivity, low earning power and 
high health maintenance costs that most EMF sensitives suffer.
 
Nor are our worries over simply because we are being offered an opt-out at present. According to the latest BC 
Hydro information letter,  once the seal expires on an existing analog meter, or one moves, and the 'limited 
supply' of analog meters is gone, the only wired choice offered will be a digital meter.  Yet our research shows 
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these contain a SMPS (switching-mode power supply) which produces harmonics on house wiring, creating so-
called 'dirty power' with attendant health risks to EMF sensitives.  
 
BC Hydro refuses to acknowledge such a phenomena, despite the fact that in some other jurisdictions power 
providers have installed filtering devices at company expense to ensure customer safety.  (see attached link 
from Sweden)  http://www.eiwellspring.org/tech/FilteringNewSmartMeters.pdf  
 
It would be a refreshing relief if your review of this BC Hydro application would result in a truly fair settlement 
of cost issues associated with smart meter opt out.  To that end, I trust that the Commission will operate with 
the integrity, intelligence and independence granted to it.
 
 
Date: Tue, Oct 22, 2013 at 7:42 PM 
Subject: BC Hydro Meter Choice Program Enrollment Form 
To: greg.reimer@bchydro.com 
Cc: premier@gov.bc.ca, msmyth@theprovince.com, commission.secretary@bcuc.com, 
stopsmartmetersbc@gmail.com 
 
Dear Mr. Reimer:
 
I am really concerned about the tactics you are using to force me into the Smart Meter Program.  Perhaps if you 
were just honest you would gain more respect from those of us who are reluctant to switch to the new Smart 
Meter. 
 
My concerns are:
 
1.  Why do you keep stating that keeping an old meter will cost me $35 per month.  That the fee will partially 
cover the cost of manually performing the meter reading.   
 
Let me tell you.   I have been on a monthly installment program for years.  I pay the same price monthly and 
once per year my meter gets read.   Surely that does not cost much money.   Having said that, I can tell you that 
I am also very capable to take a snapshot of my meter and send you the data once per year via email saving you 
the cost to come to my house.   So.....BC Hydro.... you have no case for the $35 fee.
 
2.  You also state that part of the $35 will offset the expense of adding infrastructure to ensure BC Hydro's 
electricity grid works as planned.  I'm confused, how can that money offset the infrastructure?   
 
Let's say everyone who still remains to convert over to the  new meter program suddenly  said ...I want a smart 
meter.  There would be no $35 for you to use?  My goodness...where would the money come from?     Again, 
you have no case for your $35 threats.
 
 
I would appreciate an honest answer and not a lot of lies and threats.    What happened to choice?   What if my 
lot was empty....would your precious grid still be affected?   I highly doubt it.  
Think about it and leave us to make a choice with no extra costs.  Unless you can prove the need for everyone 
to have a Smart Meter, I will remain a reluctant consumer.
 
Looking forward to your reply,
 
 
 Eve D. & R. Paul Gagnon
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